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1 Introduction

It is well known that cross-country disparities in income per capita are very persistent and

that differences in technology explain a major part of the cross-country variation, see Lu-

cas (1990) and Hall and Jones (1999). But why do differences in technology persist? From

a Schumpeterian perspective, entrepreneurs are the main determinant of one country’s

technological performance: they innovate and adopt new modes of production, thereby

spurring technological progress and productivity growth.1 Following Schumpeter (1911),

a vast literature has documented a positive link between entrepreneurial activity and one

country’s ability to achieve prosperity; for a review see Acs and Audretsch (2003). Under

this perspective, lack of entrepreneurship is a likely culprit of the lack of technological

convergence.

In this paper, we provide evidence that new businesses in a given location are mainly

created by local entrepreneurs. The tendency is more pronounced in more developed

regions. Overall this suggests that entrepreneurship can hardly be regarded as a mobile

factor of production that gets allocated to arbitrage away technology differences. Given

that business creation is a primary source of technological adoption and innovation, this

also suggests that the nurturing of local entrepreneurship is key to foster technological

catching up.

To document that local entrepreneurship accounts for an important part of business

creation, we focus on Italy, a country which has been unified, from both a political and

a regulatory point of view, for the last 140 years. This allows us to control for possible

differences in the judicial and legal system or for other country specific characteristics, that

could drive the results. Italy also exhibits remarkable regional differences in technology

and GDP per capita, which makes it particularly suitable for our investigation. The

data come from the Survey of Household Income and Wealth (SHIW) collected by the
1Michelacci (2003) and Acs et al. (2004) formally analyze the role of entrepreneurship in endogenous

growth models. They argue that entrepreneurship is the key factor that allows scientific knowledge to
affect technology.
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Bank of Italy and have been recently extensively analyzed, see Guiso et al. (2004a,

2004b). Exploiting several dimensions of the data set, we document the following empirical

regularities:

1. The fraction of entrepreneurs who start up their business in the region where they

were born is significantly higher than the corresponding fraction for dependent work-

ers. We refer to this difference as to a local bias in entrepreneurship (LBE).

2. LBE is more pronounced for larger businesses (in terms of market value and number

of employees).

3. LBE is positively related to the level of economic development of the region, as

measured by GDP per capita and the unemployment rate. Yet, it is almost unrelated

to the degree of specialization of entrepreneurial activities and their density.

4. Firms created by locals are bigger (in terms of market value, number of employees

and capital), operate with more capital intensive technologies, and receive greater

financing per unit of capital invested, than firms created by non-locals.

5. LBE is increasing in the degree of local financial development, as measured by Guiso

et al. (2004a).

As documented by, among others, Blanchflower and Oswald (1998), Evans and Jo-

vanovic (1989) and Holtz-Eakin et al. (1994), funds provision is an important concern

when creating a new business. Thus, we interpret the previous findings as suggesting that

LBE results from the combination of two factors, independently put forth in the litera-

ture. First, distance matters in the provision of fund, so that firms have to locate close

to their financiers to obtain financing. Petersen and Rajan (2002) provide direct evidence

about the importance of distance in the provision of funds to firms. A theoretical analysis

is provided by Williamson (1987). Second, locals may have some sort of “regional specific

collateral” that facilitates the access to credit and that would be lost if they had to move
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and set-up their business in a different location. For example, local financiers, such as

banks and venture capitalists, may have privileged information about individuals who

have been living in a given location for several years, or it could be that the moral hazard

problem associated with borrowing is less severe due to peer effects or local social pressure

for individuals who reside in the same region where they were born (see Arnott and Stiglitz

(1991)). This would explain both why local financial development benefits proportionally

more locals than foreigners (Fact 5) and why local start-ups are bigger, more leveraged

and operate with more capital intensive technologies (Fact 4). Since business creation

is a primary source of technological adoption and innovation, this mechanism can help

explaining how differences in local financial development cause persistent disparities in

income and technology across regions and countries. Guiso et al. (2004a) provide direct

evidence that local financial development spurs economic development.

There are other possible explanations for LBE. These however seem to contradict some

of the previous findings. For example, LBE could arise if individuals choose to become

entrepreneurs in the native location because they strongly prefer to reside there, but

lack of employment opportunities as dependent workers. Alba-Ramirez (1994), Martinez-

Granado (2002) and Chelli and Rosti (1998) document how this may explain some entre-

preneurial spells in Spain, U.K. and Italy, respectively. If this was the main explanation

for LBE, however, we would expect a negative correlation between LBE and the local level

of development: in particular LBE should be inversely related to the unemployment rate

in the region of residence, which does not appear to be the case (Fact 3). This possible

explanation also seems at odd with the finding that locals create more valuable businesses

than non-locals (Fact 4).

Alternatively, the combination of entrepreneurial learning and regional sectoral spe-

cialization may provide an explanation for LBE. Consider a situation where regions tend

to have a natural advantage in some sectors of activity, and that entrepreneurs tend to

start-up their business in the region where the associated sector has the greatest natural
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advantage. Also assume that, due to learning and technological spill-overs, local individ-

uals have a greater probability than non-locals of acquiring entrepreneurial ideas specific

to the sector where the region has its natural advantage. This mechanism would also

induce LBE. Guiso and Schivardi (2003) provide some evidence supporting the relevance

of this mechanism. Our findings suggest however that entrepreneurial learning can hardly

account for the previous findings. In particular this explanation would tend to predict

that LBE is greater in regions where the sectoral natural advantage and the scope for

learning from other entrepreneurs are greater. Fact 3 documents that LBE is only mildly

related to the degree of sectoral specialization of entrepreneurial activities and to the

number of entrepreneurs present in the regions of birth. This seems to limit the scope for

an explanation based on the combination of entrepreneurial learning and regional sectoral

specialization.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a simple formalization of why

LBE can arise. Section 3 describes the data. Section 4 documents LBE. Section 5 discusses

the role of local credit markets. Section 6 concludes.

2 Possible explanations for LBE

We next sketch a simple model to highlight why the fraction of entrepreneurs who set up

their business in the location where they were born may be higher than the correspond-

ing fraction for dependent workers–i.e. to highlight why a local bias in entrepreneurship

(LBE) may arise. We show how the three different mechanisms discussed in the introduc-

tion (a preferential access of locals to local markets, lack of employment opportunities,

and entrepreneurial learning) can generate LBE. The model borrows from Lucas (1978)

and it is simply intended to help guiding the empirical analysis that follows.

Consider an economy characterized by two perfectly symmetric locations a and b. In

each location there are two sectors A and B. Location a and b have a natural advantage

in sector A and B, respectively.
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There is a measure one of individuals born in each location. An individual receives

some utility ũ from living in the location where she is born. A fraction α of individuals is

attached to the native location and has ũ = u, while the remaining fraction is unattached

and has ũ = 0.With probability ρ an individual specializes in the sector where the location

has its natural advantage. Otherwise the individual specializes in the other sector. An

individual specialized in a sector can operate just in that sector, i.e. she has no abilities

and skills to work (as either worker or entrepreneur) in the other sector.

Some individuals may obtain an entrepreneurial idea of value ν, which is sector specific.

The value of ν is a drawing from a uniform distribution with support on the unit interval,

ν ∼ U [0, 1]. An individual who is specialized in the sector where her native location has a
natural advantage obtains an idea with probability γ. The corresponding probability for

an individual who is specialized in the other sector is β. The possible difference between γ

and β reflects the existence of social learning and technological spill-overs on the possibility

of becoming entrepreneur, which may differ for locals and non-locals.

An idea of value ν yields a business of value Z̃ equal to Z + ν, if the business is

created in the location with a natural advantage in the given sector, while Z̃ equals ν if

the business is created in the other location. The parameter Z ≥ 0 reflects the strength
of natural advantage. Running a firm in the location where the individual is born has a

cost normalized to zero while non-locals incur a cost cf ≥ 0. This may capture the fact
that locals have a preferential access to local markets, say due to a greater endowment of

social capital and to stronger local connections. The difference between Z̃ and the cost

of running the firm determines firm’s profits.

Working in the sector where the location has its natural advantage pays a wage w̄,

while the wage paid in the other sector is w < w̄. These compensations have to be

interpreted as reflecting expected wage income. Thus, they incorporate the employment

probability in the sector and the associated unemployment risk.2

2For simplicity we maintain wages and part of firm’s profits as exogenous, although they could be
easily endogenized by assuming that firms demand labour to produce and that the labour market in each
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For simplicity all probabilities α, ρ, γ and β are taken to be strictly between zero and

one. To guarantee that in each location there are both local and non-locals workers and

entrepreneurs, we make the following simplifying assumptions:

u > max(Z − cf , w̄ − w), (1)

Z > cf , (2)

1 ≥ max(w, w̄ − Z + cf). (3)

Condition (1) implies that attached individuals never move, so that there always exist

some individuals that choose to work in the sector where the location fails to have its

natural advantage. Conditions (2) and (3) guarantee that some entrepreneurs are non-

locals and that in each sector there are some entrepreneurs.3

To sum-up, individuals are identified by whether they are attached to their native lo-

cation, whether their sector of specialization coincides with the sector where their native

location has its natural advantage and whether they have an entrepreneurial idea and if

so by its value. The timing is as follows: an individual first observes her sector of special-

ization, then her possibilities in the labour market and whether she has an entrepreneurial

idea and (possibly) its value. At that point she chooses whether to become a worker or

an entrepreneur, and where to reside.

As a result, attached individuals never move. Similarly, an individual who is special-

ized in the sector where her native location has a natural advantage remains living in

the native location. She becomes entrepreneur if she obtains an entrepreneurial idea of

value ν ≥ w̄ − Z. Otherwise she becomes a worker. Individuals who are specialized in
the sector where the native location fails to have a natural advantage always move to

the other location, if unattached, while they remain in the native location, if attached.

If unattached, they become entrepreneurs only if they obtain an entrepreneurial idea of

sector and location clears.
3Notice that, under some Inada type assumptions, all these conditions would naturally be satisfied in

the equilibrium of the model where firms demand labour to produce and wages are determined so as to
clear the labour market.
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value ν > w̄ − Z + cf . If attached, they become entrepreneurs only if ν > w.
One can then proceed to calculate, in each location, the total number of workers

employed, Nw, the total number of entrepreneurs, Ne and then partition each of these

quantities into the number of locals and non-locals (computations are reported in the Ap-

pendix). This allows to express the difference between the fraction of local entrepreneurs

over the total number of entrepreneurs, se, and the fraction of local workers over the total

number of workers, sw, as equal to:

LBE ≡ se − sw = (1− α) (1− ρ)

NeNw
· {[α(1− ρ) + ρβ] cf + α(1− ρ) (w̄ − Z − w) + ρ(1− w̄ + Z)(γ − β)} . (4)

The second line of the expression implies that:

Proposition 1 There exists a local bias in entrepreneurship (LBE is positive) if at least

one of the following holds true: either (i) locals generally have an advantage at innovating

in their native location, i.e. cf > 0, or (ii) some attached individuals have sufficiently

bad employment opportunities as dependent worker, i.e. w < w̄−Z, or (iii) locals have a
greater probability than non-locals of obtaining an entrepreneurial idea in the sector where

the native location has a natural advantage, i.e. γ > β.

The Proposition shows how different mechanisms could generate LBE. Condition (i)

shows how a preferential access of locals to local markets may cause LBE. Condition (ii)

implies that LBE could be the result of lack of employment opportunities as dependent

worker. If some people do not want to abandon the native location and lack job op-

portunities as dependent workers, they may decide to create their own business, thereby

inducing LBE. Finally condition (iii) says that LBE may be due to the fact that locals

benefit from particularly strong technological spill-overs in the sector where the native

location has a natural advantage. This simple model will help us in framing the analysis

that follows.
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3 Data

We start describing the data and then discuss how well they represent the population of

Italian firms.

3.1 Description

We use information contained in the Survey of Household Income andWealth (SHIW) col-

lected by the Bank of Italy. SHIW provides a representative picture of Italian households,

both in terms of income dynamics and occupational choices. We focus on the 1991, 1993

and 1995 waves of the survey, because they contain detailed information on individual

decisions about occupational choice and geographical mobility. We only sample working

individuals aged between 18 and 65, who are heads of household. Heads of household are

the most relevant decisional unit within a household and they are most likely to actively

engage in the labour market. This reduces sample selection problems related to labor

market participation.4 Further details about the construction of the data set and the

definition of the variables used in the analysis are contained in the Appendix.

We start constructing the variable Local as a dummy variable taking the value of one if

the individual works in the Province where she was born.5 Italy is currently divided in 20

Regions and 103 Provinces. An Italian province roughly corresponds to a US county. Indi-

viduals sampled in SHIW are also asked to report about their main working activity. First,

they have to state whether they work as dependent or non-dependent workers. If depen-

dent worker, they then report whether they work as blue or white collar. If non-dependent

worker, they report whether they are 1) entrepreneurs, 2) self-employed/craftsmen, 3) pro-

fessionals, 4) manager/partners of societies and 5) workers of family firms. On the basis
4We also drop individuals born in the Aosta Province. In fact, no people living in that Province were

interviewed in any of SHIW waves implying that no information about geographical mobility is available.
5We assume that individuals work and live in the same Province as no information about working

location is available. To check for the validity of this assumption, we also ran all the analysis using
Regions rather than Provinces to identify geographic mobility. As Regions cover large portions of the
Italian territory, it is unlikely that individuals live and work in different Regions. Results remain broadly
unchanged, which makes us confident about the plausibility of the assumption.
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of this information we construct the variable Worker as a dummy variable identifying

individuals who work as dependent workers (either blue or white collar) and the variable

Entrepreneur as a dummy variable identifying non-dependent workers who work as either

1) entrepreneurs, 2) self-employed/craftsmen, 3) professionals or 4) managers/partners of

societies. Notice that, according to SHIW explanatory notes, the main difference between

entrepreneurs tout court and self-employed/craftsmen relates to the number of people em-

ployed in the activity, with the latter mainly working alone. Manager/partners of societies

are defined as individuals owning shares of the firm and actively working and managing

the business. We therefore classify them as Entrepreneurs, since risk bearing and decision

making are distinctive features of entrepreneurship. By the same logic we also include

professionals in the definition of Entrepreneur.6 Conversely, we exclude workers of fam-

ily firms, because in many cases jobs in family businesses require little leadership and

innovative activities.7

We also construct the variable Start-up as a dummy variable identifying individuals

who start up a new business. We consider two alternative definitions of start-ups. In

the first, we identify as start-ups all Entrepreneurs who declare to “have found their

job by setting-up their activity” (Start-up1). In the second, we classify as start-ups all

Entrepreneurs who “did not find their job by taking up parents’ activities” (Start-up2).

Based on the first definition, more than 60% of all Entrepreneurs classified as non-start-

ups actually took up relatives’ businesses, which suggests that Start-up2 better identifies

true start-ups. Questions about the channel whereby a job was found were not asked

in 1995. To increase the degrees of freedom, in some of the specifications below we also

add data for the 1995. In that case we identify as start-ups those Entrepreneurs who

are not working in the same occupation and sector as the one of their parents. This is
6This however may be more controversial, since business creation is not always clearly associated with

becoming a professional. We checked that excluding professionals from the definition of Entrepreneur
does not affect the results below. In order to avoid cluttering the tables we do not report the results.

7According to Italian laws, both owners and workers of family firms are classified as non-dependent
workers and paid on the basis of their contribution to the economic activity of the family venture.
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quite restrictive in distinguishing start-ups from other entrepreneurs, since in principle

start-ups could be created in the same sector and occupation as that of their parents.

We also use information about individuals’ Age, Educational achievement, Marital

status and Number of children. Descriptive statistics for the variables retained in the

analysis are reported in Table 1. Importantly, we also derive from SHIW information

about the monetary value of the entrepreneurial venture, as well as other measures of firm’s

size. Entrepreneurs in SHIW are asked to estimate the market value of their participation

in the venture, in case of selling it. This is the basis to calculate the Firm’s Market Value.

We also consider indicators for the Employment Size of the firm, the Capital Stock and

the Capital-Labor ratio. To measure the capital stock of the firm we use information

about capital depreciation, which corresponds to the variable “Ammortamenti” in the

survey. “Ammortamenti” is the amount of capital that has to be imputed by law to the

current year of production. This legal requirement is set taking into account the sector of

activity, the age and the legal structure of the business venture and it represents a proxy

for the capital stock of the firm. To have a proxy for the capital-labor ratio, we divide

the value of “Ammortamenti” by the number of people working at the firm.

All the variables characterizing the size of the firm (in terms of value, employment

or capital) are self-reported and thus likely to be subject to measurement error. The

Employment Size of the firm is less likely to be subject to under-reporting than the

Firm’s Value, which tends to be understated for fear that statistical information may be

leaked to the tax authority, see OECD (1992) and (2000) for evidence about this.

3.2 Is our sample representative?

Since SHIW was not designed to be representative of firms’ population (but of Italian

Households), we start assessing whether, and how well, the characteristics of the ventures

sampled in SHIW track features of the population of Italian firms.

To do this, we compare some statistics derived from our sample with similar records

obtained from ISTAT 1991 Census of Italian Firms and Services. We study firms’ char-
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acteristics along the size and geographical location dimensions since they are key for the

analysis that follows. We also discuss some evidence about the sectoral distribution of

firms sampled in SHIW, which is also relevant for some of the exercises pursued below.

It is worth mentioning that ISTAT Census only marginally covers agricultural activities.

This may partly alter the comparability of the two samples. For this reason, we report

figures both including and excluding agricultural activities from SHIW computations.

Table 2 compares the size distribution of firms in the two datasets. ISTAT data shows

that Italian firms tend to be quite small. SHIW reproduces this feature remarkably well

and irrespectively of the exclusion of the agricultural sector from the analysis.8 Table

3 reveals that the geographical distribution of the firms in SHIW tracks closely that

obtained by using Census data.9 The only remarkable exception is Lombardia, one of

the most heavily industrialized Regions in Italy: although Lombardia ranks on the top in

both datasets, its absolute relevance is more striking in the ISTAT data than in SHIW.

This is probably due to the fact that Lombardia is a Region where many foreign and

multinational firms are located. Since SHIW only sample Italian individuals, foreign

owned businesses are not in our dataset. While this may explain the observed discrepancy,

it might also bias our analysis since it may lead us to underestimate the geographical

mobility of entrepreneurs by omitting an important component of the entrepreneurial

pool. As long as the difference between ISTAT and SHIW firms’ geographical distribution

capture the incidence of foreign and multinational firms, this measure can be used to

assess the robustness of our findings. In the analysis that follows, we check that our

results are not driven by omitting foreign and multinational firms from our sample. When

we compare the sectoral distribution of firms in SHIW with that in ISTAT Census, we

find that SHIW slightly under-represents Trade and Commerce, while it over-represents
8For comparison purposes, notice that 75% of US firms had between 1 and 9 employ-

ees, 12% between 10 and 19 and 13% at least 20. See US Census Bureau Data, 2001 at:
https://www.sba.gov/advo/stats/data.html

9We also assessed the geographical distribution of firms by Province. The results are in line with those
obtained using Regions. They are not reported to save space.
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Manufacturing. Overall the two surveys provide a very similar picture of the sectoral

composition of Italian firms.

4 Evidence of LBE

We start documenting the existence of LBE. We then show how LBE relates to i) the

size of the firm, ii) the development of the region and iii) the sectoral specialization of

entrepreneurial activities.

4.1 Basic evidence

To measure the magnitude and significance of LBE we run the following regression:

Locali = ω + λEni + δXi + εi (5)

where, as previously discussed, Locali is a dummy variable taking value one if individual i

works in the province where she was born while Eni is a dummy variable taking value one

for individuals who are either Entrepreneurs or Start-ups, depending on the specification.

Whenever Eni identifies start-ups entrepreneurs we include in the vector of controls a

dummy for non-start up entrepreneurs. As a result, the intercept ω always identifies the

fraction of dependent workers (Workers) who work in the province where they were born.

The λ coefficient instead measures LBE for either Entrepreneurs or Start-ups. The vector

Xi include a set of individual and aggregate control variables, that vary depending on

the specification. Our approach is thus descriptive: it allows to quantify the difference

between the fraction of local entrepreneurs and local dependent workers, after controlling

for some relevant characteristics.

We start by considering the sample concerning 1991 and 1993. Table 4 reports the

fraction of local dependent workers (i.e. the constant ω) and the local bias in entrepre-

neurship, using different definitions and specifications. Columns 1 and 2 quantifies LBE

when comparingWorkers to Entrepreneurs, with and without controlling for the following
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set of characteristics: age, gender, four dummies for educational achievement, marital sta-

tus and number of children; five macro region dummies (North-West, North-East, Center,

South and Islands); and a full set of year dummies.10 This set of regressors is included

to assure that some basic individual and aggregate attributes do not drive our findings.

Columns 3 to 6 quantify LBE when considering Start-ups rather than Entrepreneurs, us-

ing either definition one or two. Finally, Columns 7 and 8 break down the share of local

dependent workers into white and blue collars, and quantifies LBE for Start-ups.

The size of LBE is around 7 percentage points. This is the results of the difference

between a share of local Entrepreneurs which is around 79% and a share of local dependent

workers, which is around 72%. These numbers are quite high, which suggests that LBE

cannot be disregarded on the basis of its little economic relevance. LBE remains almost

unchanged after controlling for individual characteristics and it does not vary substantially

depending on whether we focus on Entrepreneurs or Start-ups. This implies that the

transmission of entrepreneurial activities from one generation to the next it is unlikely

to explain LBE.11 When the fraction of dependent workers is split into white and blue

collars (Columns 7 and 8), we find that LBE is about 7.5 percentage points with respect

to blue collars, and 4.5 percentage points (but still highly significant) relative to white

collars.

The previous findings remains broadly unchanged when adding the third SHIW wave

(Table 5). Columns 1 and 3 reveal that LBE is of the order of 6.5 to 7.5 percentage

points when no controls are used. After adding the controls (Columns 2 and 4), we still

find that LBE is positive, statistically significant and of a similar order of magnitude.

Given that the inclusion of the 1995 wave leaves the results unchanged, in the remaining

of the analysis we make use of all the three SHIW waves, to increase degrees of freedom.
10As a robustness check, we also augmented our regressions with industry dummies; our results were

fully confirmed.
11Also notice that we excluded family firms from the our definition of Entrepreneur, which further

reduces the problem of intergenerational transmission of entrepreneurial activities.
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Moreover, we present only results pertaining to start-ups entrepreneurs.12 Indeed start-

ups provide the most direct evidence about local business creation, which is the focus of

the paper.13

We discussed above how the exclusions of foreign owned businesses from our dataset

may affect our results. To assess the robustness of our findings to this concern, we measure

the incidence of foreign and multinational firms in the region by calculating the difference

between ISTAT and SHIW firms’ geographical distribution. We then evaluate how the

introduction of this control in the regression affects LBE and, how it interacts with LBE.

Columns 6 of Table 5 reports on this exercise. Once the ISTAT-SHIW discrepancy in the

geographical distribution of business ventures and its interaction with the entrepreneurial

status are included as additional regressors, we find that LBE is as sizable and significant

as before. The interaction term is positive but just marginally significant. Overall this

reinforces the conviction that the omission of multinational and foreign owned businesses

from the sample does not drive our results.

4.2 LBE and firm’s size

We also characterize LBE relative to the size of the firm. Panel A of Table 6 deals with

employment size. The first two Columns quantify LBE for firms employing one or more

than one worker; in the last two Columns, we repeat the exercise for firms employing

five or more than five workers, which corresponds to the top decile of the distribution

of employment size of firms in SHIW. We find that the share of local entrepreneurs is

always significantly higher than the share of local dependent workers. Interestingly LBE

is increasing in the number of people employed at the firm: it ranges between 10 and 11
12We also report only the results with the second definition of start-ups. The magnitude of LBE gets

even amplified when considering the first definition. This is coherent with our previous considerations
that the first definition may not be restrictive enough in distinguishing start-ups from other entrepreneurs.
13In any case, we checked that our findinds remain valid when using all entrepreneurs rather than just

start-ups. The results are available from the authors upon request.
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percentage points when considering larger businesses.14

We also rank entrepreneurs according to the market value of their business, see Panel

B of Table 6. In the first two Columns, the median value of the profitability distribution

is used to split the sample (the median value being 30 millions of 1991 Italian liras). In

the last two Columns, instead, entrepreneurs in the top decile of the value distribution

are contrasted with other entrepreneurs and with dependent workers (the top decile being

300 millions of 1991 Italian liras). Irrespectively of the value of the firm considered, the

share of local entrepreneurs is always higher than the corresponding share of dependent

workers. Interestingly, LBE is increasing in the value of the firm: for start-ups in the top

decile of the distribution of firm’s values, LBE is as high as 10 percentage points.

The findings presented in Table 6 highlight a positive relation between measures of

firm’s size and LBE. To corroborate the claim, we also compare the average size of local

and non-local firms. To do so, we consider (i) the employment size of the firm; (ii) the

capital stock, as proxied by yearly “Ammortamenti” (capital depreciation) and (iii) the

capital-labor ratio. For the sake of comparison, we also compare the average wage of local

and non-local dependent workers.

Table 7 reports the results obtained by regressing the proxies for the firm size and

capital intensity on a dummy identifying local entrepreneurs; Columns 2, 4 and 6 also

include the following controls: individuals’ gender, age, family status, number of children,

job tenure and average hours worked per week; indicators for the size of the city or town

where the individual lives; dummy variables for educational achievement, less than full

year activities, sector of occupation and calendar year; and five macro region dummies.

We find that firms managed by local entrepreneurs are larger in size and more capital

intense. Given the average size of firms, the employment advantage of local start-ups is

as high as 37%. Similarly, local firms have on average 40% more capital and 38% higher
14We also studied whether the fraction of local dependent workers varies in firms of different size. We

did not find any significant pattern.
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capital-labor ratios than non-local firms.15

We repeat a similar exercise for dependent workers, considering both their total wage

bills and their net wages. We control for all the variables included in the previous regres-

sion plus the local unemployment rate. The results are reported in Table 8. A remarkably

different picture emerges: local dependent workers earn significantly lower total wage bills

and net wages, than migrants do, which is in line with the findings in the immigration

literature; see for example Borjas (1987) and Borjas et al. (1992). The wage premium of

immigrants is to be imputed to non-local white collars immigrants who earn significantly

more than local white workers do. Given the average total wage bill, local white collars

earn 5% less than movers. A similar figure emerges when comparing net wages.

Thus there exist remarkable differences between dependent workers and entrepreneurs

in that dependent workers who migrate gain higher wages, while non-local entrepreneurs

create smaller and less valuable businesses than locals.

4.3 LBE and local economic development

So far, we have ranked dependent workers and entrepreneurs by using individual and

business characteristics. We next discuss how LBE is related to some measures of local

economic development. We first document the relation between LBE and local unemploy-

ment rates and then how it is related to GDP per capita.

In Table 9 we first analyze the relation between local unemployment rates and LBE

by interacting the entrepreneurial status variable with the local unemployment rate; this

is done in Columns 1 and 2. Unemployment rates by Regions of residence were obtained

from ISTAT Labor Force Surveys for 1991, 1993 and 1995, and averaged over the three

years.16 Since we are interested in analyzing how labour market conditions affect LBE,
15We also repeated the same exercise using the pecuniary value of the firm. As already mentioned,

this measure is strongly subject to under-reporting, especially at the top of the distribution. Also in this
case, we find that local start-ups have higher pecuniary value than non-local ones although the difference
is somewhat less significant than that obtained with employment size and capital.
16Unemployment rates defined over Provinces could not be computed as provincial codes in ISTAT-

Labor Force Surveys are protected for confidentiality reasons.
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we would like to use the unemployment rate at the date when the business was created or

the worker become employed. These are however difficult to be imputed. Nevertheless,

unemployment differentials across Italian Regions have not (drastically) changed over

the past decade. Moreover, current average unemployment rates may provide a better

approximation to the life-time employment opportunities which affect individuals’ working

choices. While Columns 1 presents raw figures, Columns 2 includes the usual set of

individual and aggregate controls.

We find a negative relation between LBE and local unemployment rates. Indeed the

interaction term between the entrepreneurial status variable and the unemployment rate

displays a sizable, significant, negative coefficient, which implies that in regions where the

unemployment rate is lower, LBE is higher. An increase in the unemployment rate of 5

percentage points is associated with a decrease in LBE of about 1.5% for Start-ups.

As discussed in Section 2, when employment opportunities as dependent workers are

scarce and people are attached to the native location, individuals may decide to create

their own business, which could in principle explains LBE. Yet, the evidence in the first

two Columns of Table 9 implies that LBE is higher in regions with more favorable labor

market conditions. This suggests that the combination of poor labor market conditions

and individuals’ attachment to the native location can hardly explain LBE. Furthermore

local businesses tend to be larger and more valuable than non-local ones, which further

suggests that this explanation can not fully account for LBE.17

Columns 3 to 6 of Table 9 further analyze the relation between LBE and the local level

of economic activity, by studying how LBE varies across Italian regions (North vs. South)

and in relation to the Province level per capita GDP. Columns 3 and 4 provide evidence

that LBE is close to zero in Southern Regions. Yet, it becomes positive and significant

as we consider Italian main Islands (Sardinia and Sicily) and it further increases as we

move towards the North. The regional breakdown roughly reproduces Italian disparities
17For example, firms created by locals would be less valuable if, in the model discussed in Section 2,

we had that cf = 0 and γ ≤ β.
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in terms of economic activity, since Northern Regions are among the richest areas in the

European Union while the opposite is true for Southern Regions. Overall the evidence

suggests that LBE tends to be positively related to the level of economic activity.

Columns 5 and 6 provide further support to the claim by relating LBE to the Province

level per capita GDP in 1970.18 The specific year is chosen because more than 70% of the

sampled entrepreneurs started their activity after 1970. This allows us to better isolate

the effect of exogenous variation in economic development on LBE and it reduces the risk

of identifying the effects of entrepreneurial activity on local GDP, rather than the oppo-

site.19 The results show that the interaction term between entrepreneurial status and per

capita GDP is positive and significant which confirms that LBE is higher in more devel-

oped regions. Overall the positive relationship between LBE and economic activity (as

measured by employment rates and GDP per capita) suggests that local entrepreneurship

may play a role in creating persistent disparities in economic development.

4.4 LBE and local entrepreneurial density

In Table 10, we also relate LBE to the entrepreneurial density in the Province of residence.

The idea is to investigate whether learning from other entrepreneurs could explain LBE.

For each Province considered in SHIW, we compute the fraction of entrepreneurs over the

population of residence in 1991, 1993 and 1995 and we proxy the degree of entrepreneurial

density by taking the average figure over the three years. Results are reported in Columns

1 and 2. Moreover, using information derived from various ISTAT data collections, we also

relate LBE to the ratio of firms in a Province to the population in the Province, in 1971.

The year is sufficiently far away in time, so that most entrepreneurs in our sample had not

set up their activity yet, which reduces reverse causality problems. Results are reported
18We use raw GDP per capita, rather than its logarithm, to make results comparable with Guiso et al.

(2004a). Results remain unchanged when considering the logarithm of per capita GDP rather than its
level.
19We also tried considering earlier years and an average over 1965-1975. The results are roughly

unchanged; yet, earlier data include missing values and their reliability is somewhat reduced.
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in Column 3. Our findings show that there exist a positive relation between LBE and the

density of entrepreneurial activities. Yet, the effect is modest in size and not robust. For

example after controlling for individual characteristics in Column 2, the interaction term

between the entrepreneurial status variable and our measure of entrepreneurial density

is not significantly different from zero. This suggests that technological spill-overs and

learning from other entrepreneurs play little role in determining LBE.

To further investigate the role of technological spill-overs in determining LBE, we

next relate LBE to the sectoral composition of local entrepreneurial activities. The idea

is to test whether technological spill-overs are stronger in provinces where entrepreneurial

activity is more specialized–say because the difference between γ and β in Section 2 is in-

creasing in the degree of sectoral specialization of entrepreneurial activity. If technological

spill-overs are the main explanation for LBE, then we would expect LBE to be increas-

ing in the degree of specialization of entrepreneurial activities. We measure the level of

entrepreneurial specialization in a specific sector and in a given Province, by computing

the total number of entrepreneurs within a sector-Province cell over the total number of

entrepreneurs in the Province, which is similar to the proxy used in Guiso and Schivardi

(2003). We then take the average figure obtained over 1991, 1993 and 1995.20 In fact, we

are unable to calculate the corresponding quantity for the date when the business venture

was actually started. Yet, the geographical and sectoral distribution of the Italian dis-

tricts have not drastically changed in the past decades, which makes us confident about

this measure of sectoral specialization of entrepreneurial activities.

When we augment the regressions in Column 2 of Table 10 by including the indicator

for the sectoral composition of entrepreneurial activities and its interaction with the en-

trepreneurial status variable, we find that the degree of entrepreneurial specialization does

not play any significant role in accounting for LBE (see Column 4). We even find that
20Guiso and Schivardi (2003) use the number of entrepreneurs in a sector-Provice cell over the total

population to measure entrepreneurial density. Our results do not vary when considering this alternative
proxy.
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LBE is lower in Provinces with more specialized local entrepreneurial activities, although

the effect is not statistically significant.

Guiso and Schivardi (2003) show that in areas with dense and specialized entrepre-

neurial environments, average total factor productivity tends to be higher. They argue

that when more entrepreneurs work within a given sector and geographical area, people

have higher chances of acquiring specific entrepreneurial skills.21 Although the authors do

not directly address the question of why LBE may emerge, their evidence could suggest

that technological spill-overs and entrepreneurial learning may explain LBE. Our findings

however provide little support to this explanation.

5 The role of financial markets

It is well documented that funds’ provision is an important concern in the decision to

become entrepreneur. As discussed in the introduction, there are several reasons why

locals could have a better access than non-locals to local credit markets. If firms also

have to locate close to their financiers to obtain credit, this mechanism could explain

why cf (in Section 2) is positive and why LBE emerges. We now investigate the role of

financial markets in determining LBE. We start documenting that local firms are able to

obtain greater financing per unit of capital invested. Then we construct an index of local

financial development and we relate it to LBE, the probability of being an entrepreneur,

and to firm’s size.

5.1 Preliminary evidence

Table 11 documents that firms created by locals are able to obtain greater financing per

unit of capital invested, than firms created by non-locals. We consider the sample of

start-ups entrepreneurs and we regress the ratio of bank debts to firm’s capital on the
21A closely related strand of literature focuses on knowledge and R&D spill-overs and location decisions,

suggesting that business ventures tend to be concentrated in locations specialized in given production
activities (see e.g. Ellison and Glaser (1997)).
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dummy for being a local plus the following controls: individuals’ gender, age, familial

status, number of children, job tenure, average weekly hours worked, wealth (levels and

squared), total household income; indicators for the size of the city or town where the

individual lives; and dummies for educational achievements, less than full year jobs, sector

of occupation, calendar years and for living in one of the five macro regions. Bank debts

are measured in SHIW as short term (within 18 months) debts pertaining to the business

activity towards banks and other financial institutions.

We find that the dummy identifying local individuals displays a positive and signif-

icant coefficient. Given average values for the bank debt-capital ratio, this implies that

local entrepreneurs obtain 45% more financing per unit of capital invested than non-local

entrepreneurs.

5.2 An index of local financial development

To further investigate the role of financial markets, we follow Guiso et al. (2004a) in

constructing a measure of local financial development. We exploit information collected

in SHIW about households’ access to credit. SHIW asks households to report whether

they have been denied credit or have been discouraged from applying for a loan. We use

this information to create an indicator which measures how easy it is to obtain credit in

a given location.

To apply the methodology we should take a stand on what is the relevant local financial

market. Ideally, we would like to construct Province level indicators as this would be

consistent with the evidence discussed so far. Moreover, up to the ’90s, banks could only

open branches conditional on an authorization granted Province-by-Province by the Bank

of Italy. Thus also from an economic point of view, the Province seems to be the natural

unit of analysis. Yet, as documented in Guiso et al. (2004a), statistical considerations

related to missing data suggest that regional indicators are more reliable. We therefore

compute and report results obtained using both Province- and Region-level indicators.

To identify geographical differences in the supply of credit, we estimate the probability
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that a household, potentially interested in borrowing, is either rejected or discouraged from

borrowing. To approximate the set of potential borrowers we pool together all households

with some debt and those that we know have been denied credit or discouraged from

applying for a loan. We then estimate a linear probability model for the likelihood that

a household was rejected access to credit–i.e. it has either been denied or discouraged

from applying. As controls we include: household income and wealth (linear and squared);

number of people belonging to the household and number of children; household head’s

age, gender, marital status, educational achievement and job qualification; indicators for

the size of the city or town where the household lives and calendar year dummies. Finally,

we include dummy variables for either Provinces or Regions of residence which identify

the local level of financial development. Region and Province dummies represent the

conditional probability of being rejected credit in the corresponding location. We then

use these conditional probabilities, to measure local financial development by computing

the following indicator:

Kav = 1− Conditional Probability of Rejection
max{Conditional Probability of Rejection}

where Kav stands for capital availability. We denote Province- and Region-level credit

availability by KavP and KavR, respectively.

To support the validity of the indicator we report on three exercises. First, an F-test

strongly rejects the null hypothesis that either the Province or the Regional dummies

are all equal. Second, a test on whether dummies for Provinces within the same Region

are equal leads to a rejection of the null hypothesis in only 2 Regions (corresponding to

Lombardia and Toscana) out of 19. Finally, we checked that there exists a significant

positive correlation between our Region-level indicator (KavR) and the index derived in

Guiso et al. (2004a). For example the simple correlation between the two indicators is

.90, and significant at the 1% level, while the Spearman-rank correlation is .79 and the

null hypothesis that the two series are independent is strongly rejected with a p-value of

.0001. We start using Provinces and Regions of residence, rather than that of birth, due
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to the fact that this information is missing in 1995. We document below that our findings

are fully confirmed when using financial market indicators for the Regions of birth with

the data coming only from the 1991 and 1993 waves of the survey.

One important concern regards the possibility that the index of local financial devel-

opment simply captures clustering of individuals with similar characteristics that make

them potentially good borrower. Alternatively, it could be that entrepreneurs tend to

cluster in locations where production and goods’ delivery is more efficient. In turn this

tends to generate high demand for loans in these locations which makes the financial

markets tighter and endogenously reduce the value of the index. To avoid these problems,

we need to identify some exogenous variation in the supply of credit that affects local

financial development.

Following Guiso et al. (2004a), we exploit Italian banking regulation changes occurred

in 1936. After the banking crisis of 1930-31, the Italian Government approved in 1936

a law that imposed rigid limits on the ability of different types of credit institutions to

open new branches and extend credit. As detailed in Guiso et al. (2004a), the number

of branches in each Province in the ’90s can be partly explained by the number and

types of banks in 1936. We therefore instrument the Region-level indicator of financial

development (KavR) with a set of variables describing the regional banking structure in

1936. These variables are: number of branches per million of inhabitants in the Region;

share of branches of local banks; number of savings banks per million of inhabitants

and number of cooperative banks per million of inhabitants. (Province-level indicators

cannot be instrumented since we lack an analogous set of Province-level variables for the

banking system in 1936). The proposed instruments explain more than 50% of the regional

variation in credit availability as measured by KavR and they are quite unrelated to the

level of economic development of the region at the time. Moreover, an F-Test strongly

rejects the null of joint non-significance of the instruments.
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5.3 LBE and local financial development

If local credit can be more easily accessed by native individuals, we expect that the

development of local financial markets benefit local entrepreneurs more than non-locals.

We therefore envisage LBE to be increasing in the level of local financial development.

Table 12 provides evidence supporting this prediction. We first exploit the Province-

level variation in credit availability (KavP) and its interaction with the dummy variable

identifying the entrepreneurial status. Column 1 does not include any controls; Column 2,

includes the previously detailed variables. We find that, once we control for the conditions

of the local credit market, the raw difference between the fraction of local entrepreneurs

and the share of local dependent workers is no longer significant. Yet, the interaction

between the entrepreneurial status and the indicator for local financial development bears

a positive and statistically significant coefficient: more developed local financial markets

are associated with a larger LBE. Given the results in Column 2, moving from the least

developed financial markets in the sample (KavP=0) to the average value of the Province-

level indicator (KavP=0.6) would move LBE from zero to 11 percentage points. LBE

would further go up to 14 percentage points for the most financially developed region in

the sample (KavP=0.79). This suggests that credit availability in local financial markets

can (almost fully) account for the emergence of LBE.

We repeat the same exercise exploiting Region-level variation in financial market de-

velopment. This is done in Columns 3. The previous findings are fully confirmed: the

interaction between the dummy variable identifying the entrepreneurial status and the

index of local financial development exhibits a positive and statistically significant co-

efficient, while the raw difference between the share of local entrepreneurs and native

dependent workers is no longer significant. Quantitatively, we find that moving from the

least to the most developed local financial markets, as measured by KavR, would drive

LBE from 0 up to 7 percentage points.

As previously discussed, a possible objection to the previous results is that the pro-
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posed indicators are correlated with unobserved determinants of LBE, or alternatively

that causation runs from clustering of entrepreneurs to local financial development. We

address this issue by instrumenting KavR and its interaction with the dummy for Start-

ups with the previously described set of variables characterizing the regional banking

structure in 1936. The IV estimates reported in Columns 4 and 5 confirm the results ob-

tained using OLS. The impact of local credit availability on LBE is now even larger and

more statistically significant. Moving from the least to the most developed financial mar-

ket would drive LBE from 0 to 11 percentage points. When we repeat the same analysis

using instrumented indicators for Region of birth, the results remain broadly unchanged.

Although the exclusion of 1995 causes a fall in sample size, the estimated impact of local

financial development on LBE is as sizable as that obtained with the Region of residence,

and strongly significant.

One caveat applies to our accounting exercise. Since financial market indicators are

measured with error, we may be overestimating their power in explaining the emergence

of LBE. Following Hall and Jones (1999), we address the problem in this way: define

by F and bF the true (unobserved) and the estimated financial development indicator,

respectively. Let corr(F , bF ), σF and σ bF denote the correlation between the two indices
and the two associated coefficients of variation, respectively. Consider now that the

square root of the ratio of the estimated OLS coefficient to the IV coefficient in Table 12

is corr(F , bF ), i.e. the correlation between the true and estimated (with noise) financial
market indicators; at the same time, corr(F , bF ) = q

σF
σ bF . Given that we observe both

corr(F , bF ) and σ bF , we can then derive the coefficient of variation for the true financial
market indicator (σF ) and repeat our accounting exercise using this measure.22 Once this

is done, we still find that, in the most developed financial markets, LBE is as high as 6.5
22To be more precise, we first calculate the coefficient of variation of our index as equal to σ bF =bFmax − bFmin. This is approximately equal to 0.6 (at the Region level). Then we valculate the true

coefficient of variation σF as equal to corr(F , bF )2σ bF . This is approximately 0.35. Given that the financial
development measure is built so that it assumes value zero for the least developed markets, 0.35 also
corresponds to the true index for the most dynamic credit markets. This figure is then used to measure
LBE in the most developed areas.
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percentage points for start-ups. This supports the previous conclusions.

5.4 Further evidence on the effects of local financial develop-
ment

So far the evidence provides support to the claim that LBE arises because local entrepre-

neurs can exploit their personal networks and reputational capital to gain access to local

credit markets. We next show that tighter financial markets stimulate entrepreneurship

and that this effect only runs via local entrepreneurs. This further documents how the

interaction between credit availability and social capital can determine LBE.

In Table 13 we estimate the effects of local financial development on the probability

of being an entrepreneur. In Column 1, we only include Region-level indicators for credit

availability (KavR); in Columns 2, we also include its interaction with the dummy variable

identifying local individuals. Finally, in Columns 3 and 4, we instrument the indicators

of local financial development for Regions of residence and Regions of birth, respectively.

The following controls are included in the regression: individuals’ gender, age, educational

achievement, familial status, and number of children; number of members in the house-

hold; year dummies; five macro region dummies; and a dummy for transfers from parents

or relatives.23

When only the credit availability indicator is included in the regression, we find that

the level of financial development exerts a positive and significant impact on the proba-

bility of being entrepreneurs. This confirms the findings by Guiso et al. (2004a). Yet,

Columns 2 to 4 provide some new evidence about the channel whereby credit availability

influences the chances of starting up a new business. When the interaction between the

availability of credit and the dummy identifying local individuals is included in the speci-

fication, the coefficient attached to the indicator of local financial development completely

looses its significance. Moreover, the interaction term displays a large, positive and sta-
23Following Guiso et al. (2004a) we do not control for wealth. Yet, our findings were confirmed when

we added this control.
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tistically significant coefficient. For the average individual in Column 3, the probability of

starting up a business increases by 35% when moving from the least to the most developed

local financial market. The IV results, for both Regions of residence and Region of birth,

confirm the finding that tighter financial markets stimulate entrepreneurship mainly by

promoting local entrepreneurship.24

In Table 14, we also consider the effects of local financial development on the em-

ployment size of the firm, its capital stock and its capital intensity. Independently on

whether the index of local financial development is instrumented, we always find that the

interaction between the index of financial development and the dummy identifying local

individuals is positive and statistically significant. This implies that local financial devel-

opment affects the average size of firms and their capital intensity mainly by favoring local

individuals. This provides further evidence for the claim that local financial development

drives LBE.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have documented that the fraction of entrepreneurs who set up their

business in the location where they were born is significantly higher than the corresponding

fraction for dependent workers. We have referred to this difference as to a local bias in

entrepreneurship (LBE). The magnitude of LBE remains unchanged when we confine our

attention to new businesses (start-ups), which implies that LBE is not the plain result of

the intergenerational transmission of entrepreneurial activities.

We have documented that LBE is larger for relatively big and valuable companies.
24We did not add the dummy identifying locals to our regressions. Simultaneously including the

indicator of financial development, the dummy for native workers and their interaction tend to create
collinearity problems. For example, when we include all variables, our findings are qualitatively confirmed,
although the estimates of the specific coefficients are less precise. For the instrumented measures of
financial development for Regions of residence, we find that: KavR has an estimated impact of -0.044
with a T-statistic of -0.34; the interaction term has a 0.114 coefficient with a 1.05 T-statistic; the Local
dummy has a 0.012 impact with an 0.40 T-statistic. An F-test rejects the null that the interaction term
and the Local dummy are jointly non significant with a p-value of 0.0069.
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LBE is also higher in areas with low unemployment rates and high GDP per capita,

which suggests that LBE may help perpetuating differences in technology and economic

development. Interestingly, LBE is generally unrelated to how intense and specialized

entrepreneurial activities are in the given location, which suggests that technological spill-

overs and learning from other local entrepreneurs could play little role in explaining LBE.

We have also found that firms created by locals are more valuable and bigger (in

terms of capital and employment), operate with more capital intensive technologies, and

are able to obtain greater financing per unit of capital invested than firms created by

non-locals. We interpreted these findings by arguing that locals can better exploit the

financial opportunities available in the region where they were born. In particular it

could be that local banks have access to privileged information about local individuals;

or it could be that, due to peer monitoring or local social pressure, the moral hazard

problem associated with borrowing is less severe for local individuals that borrow from

local banks. Either way, local individuals have a privileged access to financing in the

region where they were born. If banks also require the financed entrepreneurial venture

to be geographically close, say because this reduces monitoring costs, this mechanism can

generate LBE. By using the measure of local financial development originally proposed

by Guiso et al. (2004a), we found that LBE is increasing in the degree of local financial

development, which further supports the previous interpretation. Since business creation

is a primary source of technological adoption and innovation, this mechanism can help

explaining how differences in local financial development cause persistent disparities in

entrepreneurial activity, technology and income across regions and countries. Under this

view, technological catching up requires both the nurturing of local entrepreneurship and

well developed local financial markets.
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A Derivation of (4)

To derive (4) we start calculating the total number of individuals that abandon the loca-
tion of birth. This is equal to

M = (1− α)(1− ρ)

since individuals move only if they are both unattached and specialized in the sector
where the native location fails to have a natural advantage. Since in equilibrium every
location is populated by a measure one of individuals the number of stayers is equal to

S = 1−M = α+ (1− α)ρ.

The total number of local entrepreneurs is equal to

Se = ργ (1− w̄ + Z) + α(1− ρ)β (1− w) (6)

since the proportion ρ of individuals that are specialized in the sector where the location
has its natural advantage never move and they become entrepreneurs only if they obtain
an entrepreneurial idea of value ν > w̄ − Z + cf , whose joint probability is the first term
in the right-hand side of (6). Conversely, individuals that are specialized in the sector
where the native location fails to have a natural advantage, stay only if they are attached
and they become entrepreneurs if the value of their entrepreneurial idea is greater than
w, whose probability corresponds to the second term in (6).
The total number of foreign entrepreneurs is equal to

Me = (1− α) (1− ρ)β (1− w̄ + Z − cf)

since an entrepreneur moves only if she is unattached, she is specialized in the sector
where the native location fails to have a natural advantage and she has an entrepreneurial
idea of value ν > w̄ − Z + cf . As a result the total number of businesses created in the
location is equal to

Ne = Se +Me = ργ (1− w̄ + Z) + α(1− ρ)β (1− w)
+ (1− α) (1− ρ)β (1− w̄ + Z − cf) ,

which together with (6) allow to express the fraction of local entrepreneurs over the total
number of entrepreneurs as equal to

se =
Se
Ne
. (7)
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By a complementary logic we obtain that the total number of workers who work in
the location where they were born is equal to

Sw = ρ [(1− γ) + γ (w̄ − Z)] + α(1− ρ) [(1− β) + βw]

while the total number of non-local workers is given by

Mw = (1− α) (1− ρ) [(1− β) + β (w̄ − Z + cf)] ,
so that the total number of workers in a given location can be expressed as

Nw = Sw +Mw.

The fraction of local workers over the total number of workers in the location can then
be expressed as equal to

sw =
Sw
Nw
. (8)

After using (7) and (8) and after some algebra, (4) immediately follows.

B Data classifications and definitions

Our data are drawn from the Survey of Households Income and Wealth (SHIW). SHIW
contains detailed information on household composition, age, education, labour market
variables, incomes (for individuals and households), savings, consumption and wealth.
Some information on credit, transfers, insurance, inter-generational comparisons and ex-
penditures are available just in some selected years. The survey is conducted by the
Bank of Italy and was started in the ’60s, for cross-sectional analysis. Since more recent
years, the Survey has gradually moved towards a rotating panel structure and is usually
administered every two years. The latest releases include about 8000 households (24000
individuals), located in 300 Italian municipalities. We use 1991, 1993 and 1995 waves
and retain in our sample only working heads of households aged between 18 and 65. The
following variables were used in our analysis:

Gender: Gender of head of household (male, female).

Age: Age of head of household; this was derived as the difference between the year of the
survey and the year of birth.

Familial Status: Familial status of head of household; it includes: 1) married/cohabitant,
2) single, 3) separated/divorced, 4) widow/widower. From this information we constructed
a dummy variable identifying a married individual as one replying yes to 1).
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Size of Household: Total number of people living with the household.

Number of Children: Number of children living in the household.

Intergenerational transfers: A binary variable identifying whether the head of house-
hold received any monetary transfers from parents or relatives (cohabitant and non-
cohabitant).

Educational achievements: Educational attainments of head of household; five different
categories are considered in SHIW: no schooling, elementary school, junior high school,
high school, B.A./B.S., specialization.

Job Qualification: Qualification at the level of primary activity of head of household;
SHIW information includes: blue collar, white collar, professional, entrepreneur, self-
employed/craftsman, worker of family firm, manager-partner of a society.

Household income: Total household net disposable income as classified in SHIW; it in-
cludes: income from employment, pensions and transfers, self-employment income and
capital income.

Household wealth: Net real wealth as classified in SHIW; it is defined as total real assets
minus total financial liabilities.

Business Bank Debt: Short term (within 18 months) debts towards banks and other
financial institutions, relating to the running of the business activity (available for entre-
preneurs only).

Firm’s Market Value: Estimated market value of the participation in the venture, in case
of selling it (available for entrepreneurs only). For manager-partners of societies, this is
the actual value of the individuals’ participation in the business.

Employment Size: Total employment at the firm, defined as the total number of employees
plus non-dependent head/owner of the business.

Capital Stock: Firm capital as proxied by capital depreciation (“Ammortamenti” in the
Survey); this information is not available for manager-partners of society.

Capital-Labor ratio: Capital stock, as proxied by “Ammortamenti” divided by the firm’s
employment size.
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Macro Region Dummies: Dummies identifying household macro-regions of residence; in-
clude: north-west, north-east, centre, south, main islands.

Size of City/Town: Number of inhabitants in the municipality where the household re-
sides; in SHIW these are clustered into the following values: <20.000, 20.000-40.000,
40.000-500.000, >500.000.

HoursWorked PerWeek: Average number of hours worked per week, including extra-time,
over the year prior to the Survey.

Share of Firms, 1971: Total number of firms operating in a Province over the total
population of the Province; both data for 1971. Information collected by ISTAT; available
at www.istat.it.

Share of Entrepreneurs: Number of entrepreneurs working in a Province over number of
individuals living in the Province; derived from SHIW. Average figure for 1991, 1993 and
1995.

Capital Availability, Province and Region: Index of local financial development at the
Province and Region Level; see body text and Guiso at al. (2004a) for details about the
construction of these indices.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

1991-1993 Sample 1991-1993-1995 Sample

Variable N Mean St.-Dev. N Mean St.-Dev.

Local 8810 .73 .44 12841 .74 .44

Worker 9068 .74 .44 13174 .74 .44

Blue collar 9068 .34 .47 13174 .34 .47

White collar 9068 .40 .49 13174 .40 .49

Entrepreneur 9068 .26 .44 13174 .26 .44

Start-up1 9043 .18 .39 13149 .19 .39

Start-up2 9043 .19 .39 13149 .20 .40

Male 9068 .89 .31 13174 .89 .32

Age 9068 43.8 9.58 13174 43.8 9.53

Married 9068 .84 .36 13174 .84 .36

Number of children 9068 1.49 1.07 13174 1.48 1.07

No more than Primary School 9068 .25 .43 13174 .23 .42

Junior High School 9068 .34 .47 13174 .34 .47

High School 9068 .30 .46 13174 .32 .47

At least B.A. 9068 .10 .30 13174 .10 .31

Job Tenure 8895 16.3 10.7 12898 16.7 10.9

Hours worked per week 9019 41.8 9.76 13083 41.9 10.4

Employment Size of the Firm 2343 3.73 16.4 3452 3.77 15.49

Firm Value 2155 128500 382992 3209 129840 402174

Ammortamenti (Capital) 2044 3114 6377 2837 3803 9248

Capital/Labour Ratio 2022 1622 3143 2815 1876 4379

Bank Debits/Capital 890 1.13 8.60 1341 1.14 7.54

Unemployment Rate 9068 .12 .06 13174 .12 .07

GDP per Capita, 1970 9068 9.60 2.48 13174 9.63 2.47

Share of Entrepreneurs 9068 .12 .04 13174 .12 .04

Share of Firms, 1971 9068 .040 .009 13174 .040 .009

Capital Availability, Province 9068 .602 .122 13174 .604 .122

Capital Availability, Region 9068 .289 .156 13174 .292 .156

Note: Start-up include only entrepreneurs who declare having found their job by setting up their activity.
Start-up 2 only counts entrepreneurs who did not find their job taking up parents’ activities. Age
and Job tenure are in years. Firm Value, Ammortamenti and Bank Debits are in thousands of liras.
Employment Size of the Firm is defined as total number of employees plus non-dependent head/owner of
the business. GDP in 1970 measured in millions of 1990 liras. Share of Entrepreneurs is the total number
of entrepreneurs in a Province divided by the number of individuals living in the Province. Share of
Firms in 1971 is the number of firms in a Province in 1971 over the population of the Province in 1971.
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Table 2: Size Distribution of Firms

SHIW Sample

(Frequency)

Population, 1991 Census

(Frequency)

Firm Size All Firms
Without agricultural

firms
All Firms

Without agricultural

firms

1-2 68.3 70

3-5 20.6 94.3 18.7 93.2

6-9 5.6 5.6

10-19 3.3 3.3 3.7 3.3

>20 2.1 2.4 2.2 2.2

Source: SHIW 1991, 1993 and 1995 and 1991 ISTAT Census of Italian firms and Services.
Note: When agriculture is excluded, a finer breakdown of firm size categories is not available.
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Table 3: Regional Distribution of Firms

Region
SHIW Sample

(Frequency)

Population, 1991 Census

(Frequency)

All Firms
Without agricultural

firms
All Firms

Without agricultural

firms

Piemonte 8.41 8.68 9.19 8.2

Lombardia 9.68 10.09 17.43 17.2

Trentino-Alto Adige 2.41 2.38 1.95 1.9

Veneto 5.36 5.44 9.16 9.1

Friuli-Venezia Giulia 2.91 3.00 2.38 2.4

Liguria 4.83 4.95 3.22 3.2

Emilia-Romagna 8.91 8.85 9.31 9.3

Toscana 7.08 7.33 8.08 8.1

Umbria 3.57 3.61 1.55 1.6

Marche 4.45 4.49 3.22 3.2

Lazio 6.00 6.13 7.23 7.3

Abruzzo 3.68 3.76 2.28 2.3

Molise .82 .78 .54 .5

Campania 8.55 8.60 7.20 7.3

Puglia 7.60 7.05 5.67 5.7

Basilicata 1.46 1.31 .93 .9

Calabria 3.35 3.26 2.68 2.7

Sicilia 7.67 7.09 6.40 6.5

Sardegna 3.23 3.18 2.57 2.6

Source: SHIW 1991, 1993 and 1995 and 1991 ISTAT Census of Italian firms and Services.
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Table 4: Evidence on LBE - 1991 and 1993 only

Description 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Depvar.: Local Local Local Local Local Local Local Local

Constant 0.716*** 0.733*** 0.716*** 0.734*** 0.716*** 0.733*** 0.707*** 0.705***

(0.005) (0.032) (0.005) (0.032) (0.005) (0.032) (0.029) (0.029)

Blue Collar 0.024* 0.025*

(0.013) (0.013)

Entrepreneur 0.075*** 0.067***

(0.011) (0.010)

Start-up1 0.073*** 0.061*** 0.073***

(0.012) (0.012) (0.014)

Start-up2 0.066*** 0.059*** 0.071***

(0.011) (0.011) (0.013)

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes Yes Yes

N.of Obs. 8404 8404 8385 8385 8385 8385 8385 8385

R-Squared 0.735 0.765 0.735 0.765 0.735 0.765 0.765 0.765

Note: In column 1 to 6, the reference individual is aWorker. In column 7 to 8 she is aWhite Collar Worker.
The controls are: Individuals’ gender, age, familial status, number of children and four educational
achievement dummies, 1991 and 1993 year dummies, 5 Macro Region Dummies and in the regressions
with start-ups a dummy variable for non start-ups entrepreneurs. All regressions use OLS. Robust S.E.
in parentheses with p-value<0.10 = *, p-value<0.05 = **, p-value<0.01 = ***.
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Table 5: Evidence on LBE - including 1995

Description 1 2 3 4 5 6

Depvar.: Local Local Local Local Local Local

Constant 0.724*** 0.799*** 0.724*** 0.797*** 0.769*** 0.802***

(0.004) (0.026) (0.005) (0.026) (0.029) (0.026)

Blue Collar 0.024**

(0.011)

Entrepreneur 0.072*** 0.063***

(0.009) (0.009)

Start-up2 0.063*** 0.056*** 0.068*** 0.053***

(0.009) (0.009) (0.011) (0.009)

Start-up2 × 0.700*

Geographical Difference (0.376)

Geographical Difference 0.369*

(0.216)

Controls No Yes No Yes Yes Yes

N.of Obs. 12232 12232 12213 12213 12213 12213

R-Squared 0.742 0.772 0.742 0.772 0.772 0.772

Note: In column 1 to 4, the reference individual is a Worker. In column 5 she is a White Collar Worker.
The controls are: Individuals’ gender, age, familial status, number of children and four educational
achievement dummies, 1991 and 1993 year dummies and 5 Macro Region Dummies. Geographical Dif-
ference is the difference between the regional distribution of firms in ISTAT and SHIW. All regressions
use OLS. Robust S.E. in parentheses with p-value<0.10 = *, p-value<0.05 = **, p-value<0.01 = ***.
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Table 6: LBE by Firm Size

Description 1 2 3 4

Depvar.: Local Local Local Local

A. Employment Size

Constant 0.724*** 0.799*** 0.725*** 0.799***

(0.005) (0.026) (0.005) (0.026)

Start-up2 0.044*** 0.033*** 0.056*** 0.047***

(0.012) (0.011) (0.010) (0.009)

Entrepreneur × 0.046*** 0.058***

Employing more than one individual (0.017) (0.016)

Entrepreneur × 0.043* 0.059***

Employing more than five individual (0.024) (0.023)

Controls No Yes No Yes

N.of Obs. 12177 12177 12177 12177

R-Squared 0.742 0.772 0.742 0.771

B. Market Value

Constant 0.725*** 0.798*** 0.725*** 0.799***

(0.005) (0.027) (0.005) (0.027)

Start-up2 0.045*** 0.038*** 0.056*** 0.049***

(0.013) (0.012) (0.010) (0.009)

Start-up2 × 0.038** 0.038**

Firm value greater than the median (0.018) (0.012)

Start-up2 × 0.046 0.052*

Firm value greater than top decile (0.029) (0.030)

Controls No Yes No Yes

N.of Obs. 11983 11983 11983 11983

R-Squared 0.741 0.770 0.741 0.770

Note: The reference individual is a Worker. Results for Start-up entrepreneurs only. The controls are:
Individuals’ gender, age, familial status, number of children and four educational achievement dummies,
1991 and 1993 year dummies, 5 Macro Region dummy variables and a dummy variable for non Start-ups
entrepreneurs. All regressions use OLS. Robust S.E. in parentheses with p-value<0.10 = *, p-value<0.05
= **, p-value<0.01 = ***.
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Table 7: Firm’s size of Locals and Non-Locals Start-ups

Description 1 2 3 4 5 6

Depvar:
Employment

Size of Firm

Employment

Size of Firm
Capital Capital

K/L

ratio

K/L

ratio

Local 1.192** 1.409** 1391*** 1540*** 624*** 715***

(0.597) (0.634) (327) (394) (187) (262)

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes

N.of Obs. 2333 2256 1919 1848 1899 1830

R-Squared 0.001 0.029 0.004 0.056 0.003 0.048

Note: The regression is ran on the sample of Start-up entrepreneurs. The controls are: individuals’
gender, age, familial status, number of children, job tenure, average hours worked per week; indicators
for the size of the city or town where the individual lives; dummies for educational achievement, less
than full year jobs, sector of occupation and calendar years; 5 Macro Region dummy variables and a
dummy variable for non Start-ups entrepreneurs. All regressions use OLS. Robust S.E. in parentheses
with p-value<0.10 = *, p-value<0.05 = **, p-value<0.01 = ***.
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Table 8: Labor Income of Local and Non-Local Dependent Workers

Description 1 2 3 4 5 6

Depvar.:
Total

Wage bill

Total

Wage bill

Total

Wage bill

Net

Wages

Net

Wages

Net

Wages

Local -2594*** -908** -2544** -946**

(304) (268) (297) (262)

Local × White Collar -1757** -1793**

(407) (397)

Local × Blue Collar 249 208

(233) (225)

White Collar. 5702** 5583**

(397) (382)

Controls No Yes Yes No Yes Yes

N.of Obs. 9434 9213 9213 9434 9213 9213

R-Squared 0.009 0.402 0.417 0.009 0.403 0.418

Note: The regression is ran on the sample of dependent workers. The controls are: individuals’ gender,
age, familial status, number of children, job tenure, average hours worked per week; indicators for the
size of the city or town where the individual lives; dummies for less than full year jobs, educational
achievement, sector of occupation and calendar years; 5 Macro Region dummy variables; and current
regional unemployment rates. All regressions use OLS. Robust S.E. in parentheses with p-value<0.10 =
*, p-value<0.05 = **, p-value<0.01 = ***.
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Table 9: LBE and Local Economic Development

Description 1 2 3 4 5 6

Depvar.: Local Local Local Local Local Local

Constant 0.502*** 0.770*** 0.899*** 0.989*** 1.325*** 1.314***

(0.070) (0.066) (0.006) (0.026) (0.058) (0.118)

Start-up2 0.110*** 0.103*** 0.017 0.016 -0.025 -0.024

(0.026) (0.022) (0.013) (0.013) (0.032) (0.031)

Start-up2 × -0.397*** -0.360***

Unemployment rate (0.150) (0.125)

Unemployment rate 1.744*** 0.309

(0.234) (0.401)

Start-up2 × 0.064*** 0.071***

Living in the North (0.022) (0.021)

Start-up2 × 0.043* 0.043*

Living in the Centre (0.025) (0.025)

Start-up2 × 0.049* 0.049*

Living in the Islands (0.022) (0.023)

Start-up2 × 0.008** 0.008**

Province GDP in 1970 (0.004) (0.003)

Province GDP in 1970 -0.062*** -0.051***

(0.007) (0.011)

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes

N.of Obs. 12213 12213 12213 12213 12213 12213

R-Squared 0.759 0.772 0.764 0.765 0.770 0.776

Note: The reference individual is a worker; results for Start-up entrepreneurs only. The controls are:
Individuals’ gender, age, family status, number of children and four dummies for educational achieve-
ments, 1991 and 1993 year dummies and 5 Macro Region dummy variables and a dummy variable for non
Start-ups entrepreneurs. Regional Unemployment Rates are averages over the years 1991, 1993 and 1995.
All regressions use OLS. Cluster Adjusted S.E. in parentheses with p-value<0.10 = *, p-value<0.05 =
**, p-value<0.01 = ***.
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Table 10: LBE and Local Entrepreneurial Density

Description 1 2 3 4

Depvar.: Local Local Local Local

Constant 0.772*** 0.751*** 0.754*** 0.745***

(0.095) (0.076) (0.141) (0.052)

Start-up2 0.014 0.016 -0.020 0.033

(0.031) (0.032) (0.042) (0.038)

Start-up2 × Share of Entrepreneurs 0.407* 0.284 0.287

(0.248) (0.243) (0.284)

Share of Entrepreneurs -0.396 0.335 0.338

(0.568) (0.385) (0.284)

Start-up2 × Share of Firms in 1971 1.89*

(1.08)

Share of Firms in 1971 0.95

(2.89)

Start-up2 × Sector Share of Entrepreneurs -0.084

(0.077)

Sector Share of Entrepreneurs 0.024

(0.065)

Controls No Yes Yes Yes

N.of Obs. 12213 12213 12213 12213

R-Squared 0.743 0.772 0.772 0.772

Note: The reference individual is a worker; results for Start-up entrepreneurs only. The controls are: In-
dividuals’ gender, age, family status, number of children and four dummies for educational achievements,
1991 and 1993 year dummies, 5 Macro Region dummy variables and a dummy variable for non Start-ups
entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurial Share is defined as the fraction of entrepreneurs in the population, in
1991, 1993 and 1995. Average Entrepreneurial Share is the average entrepreneurial share over 1991, 1993
and 1995. The share of Firms in the Population in 1971 was calculated using ISTAT data available on-
line at www.istat.it. Sector Share of Entrepreneurs is defined as the fraction of entrepreneurs in a given
Province that works in a specific sector. This is averaged over 1991, 1993 and 1995. Cluster Adjusted
S.E. in parentheses with p-value<0.10 = *, p-value<0.05 = **, p-value<0.01 = ***.
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Table 11: Leverage of Local and Non-Local Firms

Description 1 2

Depvar: BankDebt BankDebt

Local 0.827** 0.570*

(0.348) (0.311)

Controls No Yes

N.of Obs. 1061 1040

R-Squared 0.002 0.042

Note: Results for Start-up entrepreneurs only. Dependent Variable (BankDebt) is the amount of firm
bank debits over the firm’s capital as proxied by “ammortamenti”. The controls are: individuals’ gender,
age, familial status, number of children, job tenure, average hours worked per week, wealth (levels and
squared), total household income; indicators for the size of the city or town where the individual lives;
dummies for educational achievements, less than full year jobs, sector of occupation, a full set of calen-
dar year dummy variables; 5 Macro Region dummy variables and a dummy variable for non start-ups
entrepreneurs. Robust S.E. in parentheses with p-value<0.10 = *, p-value<0.05 = **, p-value<0.01 =
***.
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Table 12: LBE and Local Financial Development

Description 1 2 3 4 5

Depvar.: Local Local Local Local Local

Constant 1.062*** 0.877*** 0.762*** 0.777*** 0.687***

(0.099) (0.076) (0.064) (0.080) (0.117)

Start-up2 -0.081 -0.056 0.015 -0.006 0.001

(0.056) (0.053) (0.018) (0.019) (0.023)

Start-up2 × KavP 0.233** 0.186**

(0.099) (0.093)

KavP -0.558*** -0.135

(0.175) (0.097)

Start-up2 × KavR 0.135** 0.209** 0.189*

(0.064) (0.077) (0.098)

KavR 0.119 0.069 0.141

(0.168) (0.228) (0.278)

Controls No Yes Yes Yes Yes

N.of Obs. 12213 12213 12213 12213 8385

R-Squared 0.748 0.772 0.772 0.772 0.765

Note: The reference individual is a worker; results for Start-up entrepreneurs only. KavP and KavR
are the index of Local Financial development (Capital Availability) at the Province and Region Level,
respectively. KavP and KavR always refer to the region of residence, except in column 5 where it refers
to region of birth. In this last case the sample concerns only with the 1991 and 1993 waves of SHIW.
See body text and Guiso at al. (2004a) for details about the construction of these indices. The controls
are: Individuals’ gender, age, familial status, number of children and four dummies for educational
achievements, 1991 and 1993 year dummies, 5 Macro Region dummy variables and a dummy variable for
non Start-ups entrepreneurs. Columns 1-3 are OLS estimates. Columns 4-5 instrument KavR and its
interaction by the structure of the Banking system in the region in 1936, see text. Cluster Adjusted S.E.
in parentheses with p-value<0.10 = *, p-value<0.05 = **, p-value<0.01 = ***.
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Table 13: Probability of being Entrepreneur and Local Financial
Development

Description 1 2 3 4

Depvar.: Entr. Status Entr. Status Entr. Status Entr. Status

Local × KavR 0.137*** 0.150*** 0.147**

(0.047) (0.044) (0.056)

KavR 0.111** -0.013 -0.068 -0.074

(0.053) (0.070) (0.087) (0.092)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes

N.of Obs 12294 12231 12231 8466

R-Squared 0.017 0.019 0.018 0.017

Note: Dependent variable: creating a Start-up. The controls are: Individuals’ gender, age, familial
status, number of children, number of members in the household, dummies for educational achievements,
a dummy for transfers from parents or relatives, 1991 and 1993 year dummies, 5 Macro Region Dummies,
Years of Schooling. KavR is the index of Local Financial development (Capital Availability) at the Region
Level. See body text and Guiso at al. (2004a) for more details. KavR always refers to the region of
residence, except in column 4 where it refers to region of birth. In this last case the sample concerns only
the 1991 and 1993 waves of SHIW. Columns 1-2 are OLS estimate. Columns 3-4 instrument KavR and
its interaction by the structure of the Banking system in the region in 1936, see text. Cluster Adjusted
S.E. in parentheses with p-value<0.10 = *, p-value<0.05 = **, p-value<0.01 = ***.
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Table 14: Firm’s size and Local Financial Development

Description 1 2 3 4 5 6

Depvar: Empl.Size Empl.Size Capital Capital K/L Rat. K/L Rat.

Local × KavR 18.0** 16.4** 6369* 6655** 5281* 5120*

(7.14) (7.49) (3309) (3094) (2663) (2782)

Local -4.45* -4.24* -578 -1096 -1007 -1194*

(2.09) (2.42) (1200) (1084) (963) (1010)

KavR -10.1** -7.80 -824 -2400 -1917 -2533

(4.29) (6.33) (2597) (3313) (2173) (2413)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

N.of Obs. 2256 1595 1848 1383 1830 1365

R-Squared 0.055 0.035 0.055 0.049 0.047 0.043

Note: Results for Start-up entrepreneurs only. The controls are: individuals’ gender, age, familial status,
number of children, job tenure and average hours worked per week; indicators for the size of the city or
town where the individual lives; dummies for educational achievement, less than full year jobs, sector of
occupation and calendar years; 5 regional block controls. KavR is the index of Local Financial develop-
ment (Capital Availability) at the Region Level. See body text and Guiso at al. (2004a) for more details.
All estimates instrument KavR and its interaction by the structure of the Banking system in the region
in 1936, see text. Columns 1,3, and 5 consider KavR in the region of residence while the remaining ones
deals with KavR in the region of birth. Robust S.E. in parentheses with p-value<0.10 = *, p-value<0.05
= **, p-value<0.01 = ***.
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